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I

N .A BOO K LET, Patchen:

Man of AngeT and Lig.ht

(1946)

Henry Miller described Kenneth Patchen as "A Tender Soul, _
.who soonlearn.,ed to envelope himself ina mantle of brim-fire
in order to protect his sensitive skin." At that time Patchen-was
bedridden, suffering from arthritis of the spine, contracted,~ne
guesses, from his experiences in the steel mills of O~io. From
that bed has come a flood of poetry and a deluge of the strangest
.
prose to be priqtedin our times. As a poet, cynic and lyricist, hehas attained, despite cOIi'troversy.a strong reputation. However,
it is in the prose that his ~on4emnatoryvision, at its best a
melange of delicacies and fulI beauties, wrynesses and explosive
ha~es, reaches itS. c9mplete depth and spread.
It is surprising that so little.has been written of Patchen's prose
works. Of them Henry Miller has said, "Like the Wonder Book!i
of oIl'every, P!lg~ contain~. ~nie ,new marvel:'- Perhaps it is
because of the surface formlessness of these marvels that they do
not easily submit to formal criticism. One may con:jecture further
that they may de~md
something beyond theinstrumental.objec..
..
tivity of present~y criticism, sayan awareness of a literary
~
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value which, however keenly felt, can never be delivered into
total measure.
Patchen is one of those writers who manages to violate every
rule in the books. Too often he commits the worst literary crime
of all: downright incohetence. But something in his work still
stands inviolable, invulnerable. In part, one could say that it is
the "primal creative value," a term used by Herbert Muller in
connection with Thomas Wolfe. It is a painfully inadequate and
mystic term, but it comes closer than any other label invented by .
those who have sought the vital center of any art work. I cannot
say what it is any more than can Mr. Muller, except perhaps by
making an analogy. It is the artists' pulsing seed of generation, a
seed which can no more be apprehended and analyzed than can
the procreative seed of man. It is this generation which, if great
enough, can make a work great in spite of a multitude of technical flaws.
At best, criticism can only examine art works and say things
and humbly hope that in the saying some worthwhile revelations
are made. The times themselves seem to call for an increasing
consideration of Patchen's prose works. It would be dry scholasticism to quote sources; we all know that a revival of the ageless
cry that the world is going to pot is among us. The reflection of
that cry appears in almost every piece of serious reading matter
that comes off the presses. From any point of view it is a valid
theme. It has always been a rich one-the Hebrew prophets, Swift,
Arnold come easily to mind. However, with the exception of
the tiniest handful of American writers-among them certainly
Faulkner-one scarcely hears fullness of voice. The current emphasis in on fonn, not the word, on depiction rather than
revelation.
The old art is in neglect, one hazards, if not for want of talent,
at least for want of individual pursuit of that talent. It seems that
the long expected romantic reaction to the realism of Hemingway
didn't come off but took instead the turn of a pale and stoical
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reproach. The themes ofmosi of the recent novels hav~ expanded,
of course,
include the world in their
. because of World ,,"Tar II, to
...
problem. But the Writers seem to have forgotten how to reach
upward in theireffon to find more cle~rly the perspective,o~
and how to go beyond sexual drives in their search for......... what
troubles them. It could besaid that they are earth-bound and.l1ave
not even kept up' with the science that weaned them, haye not
learned that the closer one gets to the smallest thing the more one' '.
finds of infinity.
_.
Patchen explodes. He smashes the form, getS inside it and
molds the pieces into something the length of a novel, held
together only as a dream is held together. ~nd we w~nder: Which
is real-his dre.am or our reality?
.
The Journal of Albion. Moonlight~ which', to date remains
Patchen's best work, was published at his own expense in 1941;
the copy I have at hand is a 'fifth emtion published in 1946.
Memoirs of a Shy Pomographer~ a book not only of .the deftest
satire but of belly-laugh humor, which received disappointingly
obtuse reviews, was brought out in 1945. Sleepers AUJake~ Panels
for the Walls of Heaven~ and They,Keep Riding Do!»n All the'
Time, all saw print in 1946. An amazingly lukewarm and conven·
tional novel, See You in the Morning; was published in 1947.
With the exception.of that last novel, Patchen h~ sought the
form of chaos. The old injunction to bring order out of chaos
was not for him. H.e had to bring chaos out of seeming order, to
show the spread and depth of spuriousness in that order. In his
Journal of Albion Moonlight, which has been described on the
jacket blurb as a history of the plague summer of 1940 when the
black fires of hatred and madness had ~umed Europe into a
noisesome hell . . . ," he depicts the chaos by chaos itself. Here
is a sample of what he sees: .
..

' .

\>,

U

With the policeman in the alley's black lip. The approach to the
inner city. Cats clawjng the face ofa slobbering drunk. Women at
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washlines. Chimneys stretching up like the red, pocked thighs of
syphilitic crones.
The green tea being poured down the rough throats of cabmen.
A great deal of slack to that little lady's churchly ways.
The handsome behind eats an orange by the garden wall.
Why do the soldiers level their rifles at us?
1 call yOUT attention to something which is nibbling away at
yOUT face • ••
Very good hanging weather.

""l

;
!

Technically, this typical excerpt has the air of impressionistic note-taking. Again, in the key line (which I have taken the
liberty to italicize) there is an incongruously calm and conver_
sational tone. There are interpositions which do not seem t~
belong there. As a whole it has ,no logical fusion; but by its very
lack of logical form it is able to express most effectively a multiplicity of insights which achieve a harmonious whole in the line,
COl call your attention.•. :' We are led here to where art should always take us: behind the scenes of the so-called "real" thing to the
perceptions and evaluations of the deeper mind, or spirit. If we
accept his images (he is here, of course, speaking of man's inhumanity to man, hypocrisy and war) , then perhaps we do become
aware of the nibbling something at our surface structures.
This chaos-out-of-seeming-order has not been Patchen's artistic
problem alone, though he is the only one who has so successfully
made it the major part of his .technique. Faulkner has made use
of it in showing the decay of the South breaking to the surface of
the antebellum veneer: by shifting of focus, emphasis and level,
he brought to his form frequently the chaotic quality of his subject. Patchen's province is not the physical universe alone, but
heaven and hell too. He gives the guilty deed its own voice and
lets us hear its unearthly howl. The fact of pain is demonstrated
by the wound. In the Memoirs of a Shy Pornographer} Budd, from
. the fingers of a corpse, lights his cigar on the flame of the Infemo.
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In Sleefers Awake Patchen expresses.a boyishly tough-guy con..
tempt for conventional form:
'
\

,

"

.

You want form. do you? I'll give you' .form.I'll make you really
wish for something nice and cozy-Something all chewed -and digested
for you. .~ it ain't in a, pretty package~ you don't 'w~t itBea,use it ain't art. Because the bqOk.uitic of the'New Porketmight
noW' want to see a little more respect for tradition. hrummm.
hrummm.

It was inevitable. one supposes, that Patchen sh~~ld ~ecoil so
from traditional form.. He is, in many' senses, :the cubn~natiolJ of
the Romantics who, were all-out rebel~ in everything save that.
Isaac Rosenfeld. wri~ of him in'tl1e New Repubtic (1945)
was partly right when he said. ". • •. he &stens on that which is
anti-cultural, ailti..traditlonal, anti-intellectual,' which subverts
form and allows the writer to emerge, as the permanent center
and concern of all writing:' It ,i§ true that'he is "and"all those
things-often overbe~irigly so. But is that not one of his chief
values to us? It will always be of great importance (to us) how
many mice there are in the woodpile. As for subversion, of the
form, many hold that the'property of the artist is to do with it as
he pleases as long as he adds to our exwience and knowledge of
ourselves.
In The Journal of Albion M90nlight, we have Patchen's own
declaration of his artistic intention:
J'

•.• Thus. against murder, against hypocrisy, and for life,fOl" all
that is most beautiful and noble in man, for the imniense joy of being
alive. do I speak. I am an island in a cesspool called History.••• In '
a world of murder the artist must be the first to die. He must lead.
Otherwise no one's death will have meaning.

If there is to be death at very frequent intervals. the form will be
spasms of living between. It will be~an amoebic kind of form:
the nearest nourishment always pulling the movement of the
whole plasm. With annihilation so contingent, 'the closest pleas-

;

,

;

-0""-.
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ure is without any doubt the greatest one. On almost every page
Albion, or sQmething close to Albion, dies in one way or another.
(And it is an Albion who is the "hero" in any of the books,
whether he is Budd in the Memoirs of a Shy Pornographer or un..
named in They Keep Riding Down All the Time.) The death is
invariably a kind of murder. The guilt is God's as well as Every·
'I' man's:
The undeceived chrysalis opens beneath the sea. Almighty God
there is no reason to twist the dagger . . . the stone knees of our
houses knock together as the tempest of fear strikes. Can you do it?
Can you run your hands over the scales on your body without crying?
I demand to know exactly what we are going to do about these
matters. Until I spoke. no one' had caused the cemeteries to lift up
their terrible bodies ;lnd crawl Jver the earth. I take an innumerable
delight in my justice.
Close the door on this cell . . . I lament for mankind.

Patchen pictures the world as a charnel house containing ironic
fragments of paradise. It results everywhere in what at first seem
jumbly images:
right now some
where a beautiful girl is
sitting on the bank of a river
with a copy of
this
book in
her hands
and right now she has a
rose in her hair oh
Jesus.
three baby mice, freshly drowned
a swift boot in the teeth of this world.

This kind of form can leap about as the bayed spirit of man
leaps about in such a world as Patchen reveals-from. for example,
a livid, realistic description of a bestial rape to this simple but
jamng verse of a dying child:
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. They cut my throat when they were done • • •
And does it hUTts my child7
FaT less than when I was wholes good siT.
What do )'ou want of me'!
I want )'ou to bu), me a hat with a golden feather
And a book with the confessions of God in it.

Again, to accoIIimodate his real-unreal world, the form palpably
handles those two atmospheres interchangeably. The unreal is
not only presented as real and unreal as well, but further, to
cover all shades of the matter_ as much as possible, it appears
doubtful. It is this effort of Patchen's to render almost simultaneously three levels of comprehension that-makes him so dim-'
cult to grasp. That is why when the allegory in his books is
pierced, one does not find answers but rather questions-and accusations. And yet, once the adjustment is made by the reader to this
simultaneous approach, the resultS are perhaps .1D:0re successful
than might be his reactions to the same tecbDique in sunealist
painting. Here the emotions are played to in every conceivable
key, and there are thousands of engrossing and delightful images
in a long and dreamlike continuity. The intellect need not strain
itself for meaning; the meaning comes by assimilation.
There is an elusive agent of God, Roivas, who enters the story .
in The Journal of Albion Moonlight. He is as bewildered a character as any, the father of a girl whose favorite emploYment is to
rub brandy between her breasts. Perhaps he is God-confused as
the man he has created. Roivas must himself ask questions of
Albion: he is not omniscient. At the end he s~ems to become no
more than the distortion man has made of God's image, an incarnation of live contradictions, taunts, lust, bestialities. But yet,
but yet?-is he agent, God or devi1?--or is he perhaps only a corporeal evil come to birth through man's rottell. desire, because of
his bent for corruption, to mate with corruption itself?
In shon, Patchen/*, needed a form which would grant him the
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ultimate of literary freedom, and he made one-one which shoots
its integers into place at the slightest touch of his artistic urge.
Suppose [says the unnamed Albion in They Keep Riding Down All
the Time] I suddenly want to break to say that a yellow bird can
eat more violets than all the lions in Africa-where on all this earth
is there any man with any right of any kind whatever to teU me I
can't say it!
Jesus you snivelling little meddlers, get back to your knitting.

in

To scream this out pettishly is one thing; to produce something
of proportion using such a technique is quite another. Its success
would be acknowledged if, despite the prejudices of literary
conditioning that we carry into the novelty of its expression, we
can sense its epic embrace. For his intention is as ~pic as art can
become. In the words of Albion, it is to make the present and
the past and the future happen all at once." Patchen's characters
are Man and Woman. His scene and action are \Var and Murder.
The slories? Albion is a young man who sets off in time of war
to search for the land of goodness and peace. They Keep Riding
Down A II the Time has two young lovers who spend a holiday
by the sea. In Panels for the Walls of fI eaven there are two young
lovers who can't quite reach each other. Budd, in Memoirs of a
Shy PornographerJ is a flower-hearted young writer who tries to
cure his crippled sweetheart by faith.
These are simple stories. Down under the tormenting welter
of violence and outrage, Patchen keeps them running simply as a
trickling stream under mountains of distortion. He presents love
between a man and a woman as a harried and mutilated thing
which now and then rises, as little and sometimes huge miracles,
in spasms of poetic loveliness and magnificent bursts of beauty.
But the complexity of the mystery, of which it is itself a pulsation, is always in the end too overpowering, and insofar as we can
know on this earth it must succumb. The wryest thing is that all
we have is the hope that is implicit in this love, a hope that is tied
inextricably to that mystery which seems bent on its slaughter.
U

.

~.

~
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Budd says to Priscilla in Memoirs of a Shy Pornographer:
"How can anyone talk of faith or belief except in terms of whit is .
mysterious? We don't say we have f~th in a pumpkin pie-or that we
believe in a snowstorm. The thing which.interestS man ~ost is to
believe in something-to have faith in something-and we can only.
~Iieve in what we do not understand, for the rest of it requires no
~lief-but only an acceptance of what we already know."

'-.

Elsewhere he has put it more succinctly: "Bet~er to kneel before
a false god than to be caught with your pants down in the temple
of the human heart:' Faith is not meant for· the actual or the
tactile. Man must search for his faith by penetration of the apparently impenetrable, though at every step he seems to die. Albion
states: "The experience that is not impossible is no exptrience at
all." The world has gone too far the wrong way for. man to be
saved by anything but miracles. The miracles were once simple
things: love and union, out of which man was originally compounded. Those simple things are now become impossible experiences because evil has filled up so much of the world's space.
Thus Albion notes in his Journal:
August 17th. I talked with a man who had just dropped from the
clouds. Invisible, half of him-I touched that part: it was solid-the
part I could see, I could not touch. What a wonderful sensation I
To love . . • to love all creatures . • . but I am perhaps a bit too
wild about it.

For Patchen to be able to tell his vision of a search for a love
and goodness which have withdrawn into the impossible, he must
be granted the right to say at any time that a yellow bird can eat
more violets than all the lions in Africa. We must grant him that
right, that is, once his art has persuaded us into a willing suspension-to apply Coleridge-of disbelief in his visio~. For his vision
sees experience, as we can know it~ existing everywhere as raggedy
ends of a paradox...;~e piecesifittingtogether, with the greatest of
good luck, only perhaps at death. Life is a paradox ,ofdeath, love
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of hate, beauty of ugliness. The vision enters the paradoxes and
comes out with their wriggling ends. Through bloodbaths, rapes,
obscenities, which it treats as mundane matter, it would rediscover much of the pristine purities. It would heal with violence,
purify with filth,
"I am convinced," Albion avows, "that a truly great book
would leave its creator in a state of superb madness." With the
exception of See You in the Morning, "superb madness" could
indeed describe any of Patchen's prose wo~ks. A madness which
we have seen in William Blake; true, it has not the order of his
madness, but it is no less superb for its kind. On the other hand, it
has in its substance and effect far more order than the madness of
Christopher Smart. It is a madness of our own times holding a
mirror to itself and giving us a good long look at its furious disorder. Its achievement is that ids rendered communicable to our
sanity. This is made possible because of the essentially high
poetic level of conceptual treatment and the poetic value of most
of the language itself.
Henry Miller has said that despite everything Patchen is a
poet. That is true, and one must come to Patchen's books prepared to read him almost always at that level. The prose. form
gives him the extended liberties of expression and usage he needs.
Because of that liberty, perhaps, he reaches in many places greater
poetic heights than he does when using the forms of poetry.
There are incantations and prayers to God, strong with love but
bitter with human pity. There are callings-to-Iove and devotions
to love so sweet and fresh that one has to go back to Herrick or
the Elizabethans for comparison. And often, with a wry music
Patchen has made his· own, there are sweeps of such poetic prose
as this:

o see the dancing weeps and no leaf or robe or great areas of breathing space unmarred by towns or chairs or wrens or castles they turn
so much time spent and unholy savagely beating at a wall stained
horror O'should the lips of the Terrible One open and should those
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eyes awake and every lip and spOon and voice and every gentle shape
and texture and sound and to;uch oEall the things I love and I would
with the dancing of love and truth and faith and all the passion and
wonder and magnificent beauty of this world weep.
Patchen is a poet who, always, is aware of the word's power:
The word is the way something floats which cannot be seen
The word is the call of the tribe from down under the water
The word is the thing the wind says to the dead
The word is the only enemy of murder
The word is the way the world was made
The word is the wayan of us will die
The "word" at its most effective usage is poetry. It is the uword"
used in that sense which is needed for the exploration of those
things ofthe mind and spirit which we can but vaguely sense and
for which we need an artist to experience more completely. When
psychoanalysis or psychiatry do the job as well as poetry, then
these disciplines will be poetry.
Without this poetic irradiation, this fluid and rhythmic eloquence, these dancing and darting Insights, the prose works discussed here would be mainly gibberish. It must be added that
some parts are gibberish, but from the large view they do not
seem out of place: they are included in a pattern of disorder·
which must include them to be whole.
Patchen has attempted to make a microcos~ which will include
everything in the universe as a more or less living character in the
,play of man's destiny. The vehicle itself, the boo~, is a living
thing. "You have read other books," says Albion, "this book is
reading you:' This animistic intention, the living book, is out of
the realm of reason. It goes past fantasy and into the realm of
poetry because it is part of a valid, huger artistic concept. Patchen's universe is a living, pulsing mystery. Anything lives to
which man's spirit can react. The stars and the stones, the thought
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or the very deed itself has its size, its shape and its voice. Panels
for the Walls of Heaven offers an example:
A Man: Whhhhhhh
A Woman: Nhhhhhhh
(There is a very loud explosion)
Whhhhhhh: A man
Nhhhhhhh: A woman
The Very Loud Explosion: Ob you mean
the stuff that screamed?

Frequently, to show this inherently living quality of everything,
Patchen will isolate at random the names of cities, or such single
words as "day," "apple," "worm:' In the context of the microcosm, they will appear as whole vitalized things.
It is in this weirdly vitalized world that his young lovers have
their adventures. In the Memoirs of a Shy Pornographer, a green
deer comes out of the forest and the sceptic Priscilla pets it-yet
it is made only out of Budd's faith. Most of all, the poetry must
support, if we are to share in the vision at all, the ghastly, vicious
and "inhuman" superabundance of outrage and slaughter which
make up the world in which the young lovers find themselves.
Most of the characters are the amorphous embodiments of many
human and inhuman elements. They have no static nature, very
often no static sex or form of their ~wn. They take the terrifying
shape of their compulsions, compulsions which most frequently
are not their own but which have been set up for them and made
to possess them by centuries of evil and evil men. You can usually
rely on it that when one of them loves he will eventually soil, ";
butcher and murder the thing he loves.
But Patchen's "wordtt-the "only enemy of murder~-puts
weapons of a sort in this world. Green deer get made here and
there out of stubborn faith. Yellow birds eat violets. There are
little wells of strength where the tormented lovers can drink and
then go fight some more at the black violence. We know that they
will eventually be engulfed. . . . But after death-who knows?
Their tragedy may be thought of as greater than the epic heroes',
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because they must doubt the immortality of anything-even their
own love. They have no certainty that the pieces will fit together
)
even in death.

" ,"

-

IN HENRY MILLER'S booklet on Patchen there is quoted a neat concision of Patchen's ideoIQgy:"
I

"The pain [arthritis] is almost a natural part of me now. . • • The
sickness of the world. probably didn't cause mine, 'but it c~tainly
conditions my handling of it. • . • What is there to struggle against?
Nobody can put the stars together again. I can't ·say that it· doesn't
matter; it matters more than anything-but we are helpless to stop it
now.... It's always because we love that we are rebellious; it takes a .
great deal of love to "give a damn one way or another what happens
from now on: I still.do. The situation for human beings. is hopeless.
For the while that's left, though, we'can remember the Great and the
gods."

-

,

The question which arises always comes immediately to mind on
hearing such expressions'of futility: If Patchen believes the situation for human beings to behopeless, why· dOes. he struggle at
all? For, if to read his books is to experience madness, to write
them, for a sane man, must have been an incalculable toil of nearmadness.
Overall, it is true (except, for the apocryphal "heaven" he tacks
onto Memoirs of a Shy Pornographer) his books propose that
the game is not worth the candle, that all goodness and beauty is
cheated from the instant of their birth. But he is a poet whose art
can shape living images of gOodness and beauty. Even if it is his
own hand that slays them, we have seen them before their fall to
vicious irony, and we will remember. The green deer vanish and
to have love is to lose love; but memory is not to be denied to living man, and such memories bring wi'th them as their least gift,
doubt. Doubt-even of hopelessness. This doubt has· been mentioned before. It is a third world added to Patchen's real-andunreal cosmos. In doubt there is inevitably hope.
Perhaps Patchen's art is wiser than his personallogi~.Such men

i
{".

I
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as he seem to be victims of a paradox which they refuse to recognize. Any act of creation is in itself a credo of faith in immortality. Fran~ois Villon took some time out, very precious time,
before he thought he was going to be hanged, to write a poem.
His poem urged observers of his carrion to be in the future more
worthy and pious. Facing a fate of total aniUhilation, you do not
write songs to die with you. You write for others because you
expect that your caring" somehow, will not perish.
It is this hope implicit in Patchen's prose-poetry that helps
raise his work out of its bloodbaths to genuine artistic vision.
Patchen may say that the situation is hopeless, but after we have
read him it does not follow that we must believe him. Nor do we.
If we did, it would be unfonunate for his work, because we
would consider that hopeless-and useless-too. Albion, at the
end, goes on dying in a life that is perhaps worse than death. But
the stars watch. And it is a life that can still see them and reach.
Celine, a predecessor of Patchen, failed because of this lack of
loftine.ss and hope in his work. He has brought so many feasts of
~orror and disgust that they have 'blocked out all higher vision.
He did carry into a new high ridicule the false cliches he saw of
h~man living. He broke down many smug lines of traditional
. realitY.,But this concept and his treatment are hell-bound. There
is in hjs books'very litt1e~chiaroscuro or contrast because there is
no r~iil sunlight. He is sickly in his complete despair and in his
sickness w~ led right into the ~azi camp. One can think of the
air of his books as the air of Buchenwald. Much of his humor
bursts like an. overfull pustule.
Henry Miller is clo~er to Pat~hen. That could be a good reason
for his hastening to proclaim The Journal of Albion Moonlight:
"Nothinglike it has be~n written since the inception of our literature." Miller, an American and a hater ofall inequities, is healthier than Celil!:e-the symbol of French decay. His concern, as
Celine's, is with the deaths-in-life, the maladies of a gnarled
'\\Torld. But his people are not fully eaten by their vermin: about
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them clings yet some solid flesh, some hectic tie to the unnamed
beauties of the life we know.
It is Patchen who extends the vision of Miller and Celine to
the farthest stretches of sanity and by the agility and poetry of
his language brings their wail to full throat. Patchen, whose
basic ~essage, after all the variations, is no more than this:
WE

BELIEVE I N YOU • THERE 15 N OD A NeE R •

IT

0.",

15 NOT GETTI NG DARK. WE LOVE YOU.

He tells you again and again: "I must tell you that what 1 have
said is not ,true. This is all a damn lie:' But we still remember
what we wanted to see, what we wanted to hear. We must milk dry
the doubt he provides us with. It is all he leaves us to combat the
terrors he has made rise in us. But one senses, in a stunned way,
that it is a very valuable thing to have.
It is not at all to be expected of such a writer that he should be
an even writer. The "duty" of his kind of an artist he has Albion
outline:
To establish problems
To contradict everything
To tinkle a warning when mankind strays

..

To follow every false track
To verify the irrational

.With this for a motto, unevennesses are inevitable. In his books,
narratives written in the style of Dashiell Hammett nudge invocations of Biblical proportions. Pages of pure epigrams will lead
into an old English ballad. A thread of the main narrative will be
sandwiched in between parts of a free verse poem. But these are
stylistic unevennesses, necessary to the concept as a whole. The
quality of that whole is high.
.
However, in his last book See You in the Morning (1947) one
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witnesses an almost complete failure. It is called on the jacket "a
novel of love and faith:' In it Patchen attempts to put into conventional torm the fundamentals he has been vivisecting and
illuminating in his other books. We have two young loversagain~
A handsome young man in comfortable circumstances has only
a year to live. He is bitter and empty until the young lady, poor
but lovely, comes into the picture. They marry, and in their year
of love find the world. This is not at all the thunder-and-lightinghanded Patchen we have come to know. This is a straight tale,
told with probability. The POetry is so subdued by the limitations
of the ordinary form that when it appears it often seems mushy.
It is so softly done that it is like a negligible whisPer. In this lacy
milieu expressions that would have shone in his other contexts
bobble here as arty little apothegms:

I

I
I

!

l

"I

I

I

1

J

l

Emily answered quietly: "No, usually the way.people live is the
escape, while art takes us back to the real heart of things."
Trapped by its conventions, this novel rarely rises above the
sentimental level of the ladies' magazines. It fails because Patchen
has done the one thing that Patchen not only should not, but
cannot, do: write in another man's fashion. Perhaps he wrote it
for money. 1£ he did, that is certainly his own business. It is about
time that he made some. At any rate, it does senre a literary.purpose in that by its painful mediocrity it points up the values of
his other books. In them, a crusher of forms, he has assembled a
mosaic of the weirdest, but most credible literature ever produced
-credible, because if we go deep enough we can find that his
distortions are astonishingly familiar to us. .
His future? Albion says: "The greatest masters foster no
schools. They imitate themselves until the matter is ended. ,t One
hopes that for him the matter is not ended.
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